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The most important collection of
the distinctive Black Jack issue
ever assembled will be offered on
Tuesday, April 24, 2018
For the past 40 years, the finest and most
comprehensive collection of the 2¢ Black
Jack issue has been painstakingly assembled
piece by piece from other collections sold
privately and at auction in name sales such
as Sheriff, Wunderlich, Faiman, Paliafito,
Rorke, Klein, Ishikawa, Burrows, Metzger
and Fosdyke-Ray.
Stepping into the limelight to take a bow
for this extraordinary collecting achievement is Bernard Faust, a modest gentleman
with a dry sense of humor and a profound
knowledge of United States philately and
postal history. Bernie, as he prefers to be
called by everyone, never exhibited, yet he
mounted and annotated his collection in a
Block of nine with the elusive plate number “50” and part imprint
manner that could earn the highest awards
in competitive judging. He never authored an article, yet his research of the technical details of production and usage of the Black Jack could fill a book. Bernie’s collection reflects his interest in all
things related to the issue — essays, proofs, choice singles and varieties, multiples, plate number
pieces, scarce grills, fancy and colorful cancellations, Civil
War and domestic usage, and more than 200 covers to 85
different foreign countries. In addition to the adhesive
stamps, Bernie also specialized in the Black Jack entires and
wrappers, forming a nearly complete collection of all listed
die types and knife varieties.
The undisputed highlight of the sale is the block of the rare
1868 2¢ D Grill (Scott 84) shown at left. The four stamps
in this block rank among the finest examples known of this
stamp, which is the rarest of the 1867-68 Grills, apart from
the supremely rare Scott 80, 81, 82, 85A, 85D and 85F.
2¢ D Grill (Scott 84), block of four with original
gum—superb centering and sound—ex Caspary,
Lilly, Phillips and Klein.

Domestic and Civil War Usage
New York City “Dancing Man”
fancy cancellation on locallyaddressed cover

West Meriden, Conn., Devil & Pitchfork
fancy cancellation on Internal Revenue
imprint cover

Unique pair of covers with Black Jack
stamps and the 1864 Great Central
Sanitary Fair stamps

Foreign Mails
Strip of five 2¢ Black on cover
from Yokohama, Japan —the
only recorded cover from the
Far East with five 2¢ stamps
and the only Black Jack cover
with the “China and Japan
Steam Service” oval

2¢ Black bisect and 10c pair on
cover to Switzerland, intended
for French mail and prepaid
21¢, but sent by Bremen mail

Extraordinary post-war use of
Magnus handcolored patriotic
cover to Germany—grilled
issues tied by red Baltimore
cancellations

The hardbound sale catalogue of the Bernard Faust collection
will be available at the end of March.
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